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Manage your compliance challenges with the ideal combination of software and expertise.
In order to remain operational, your organization must comply with a number of different regulations and standards. Every year your
compliance burden increases, resulting in resources being stretched further. Many organizations lack the necessary tools and expertise
required to effectively maintain compliance with the most important laws and standards.
SureCloud’s unique Capability-based approach provides the perfect combination of software and expertise your organization needs to
effectively manage your compliance burden. Our industry-leading Compliance Management software is complemented by our consultancy
services, which will bring deep domain expertise to your organization. SureCloud Consultants will help you to streamline and automate your
compliance management processes and embed best practice into your operations.

The Challenge

The Solution

•

Transform your Compliance Management practice with SureCloud’s Capability-centric
approach. Our unique Manage Compliance Capability provides the tools and expertise you
need to effectively manage your compliance risks. Our team of highly experienced Consultants
will provide expert guidance to ensure your organization’s successful transformation.

•

•

•

Managing compliance to multiple
standards and laws is a complex
process, involving multi-faceted tasks
and the coordination of a large number
of complex actions. Companies often
lack the necessary tools and expertise
required to manage these processes
effectively.
Organizations must identify, assess and
prioritize all relevant legislation and
standards and then determine their
control approach to comply with each.
Evaluations must take place to determine
the relative importance of complying
with each regulation or standard.
The organization must devize strategies
for complying with each identified
standard, including the definition of
detailed compliance processes.

•
•
•
•

•

We equip you with the software and expertise you need to manage your compliance
burden; all delivered precisely at the point you need it.
All compliance management processes leverage the SureCloud platform and its
embedded, best-of-breed content.
Leverage purpose-built compliance workflows for ISO27001, PCI DSS, NIST CSF, HIPAA,
and CMMC
Our expert Consultants apply the proven SureCloud IMAR (Identify, Manage & Assure,
Remediate) methodology to safeguard your transformation.
• Identify all regulations, frameworks and standards that your organization needs to
comply with.
•

Manage & Assure – document and test controls to demonstrate that your organization
is compliant. Leverage our Consultants’ deep domain expertise to define detailed
remediation processes and controls, in line with industry best practice.

•

Remediate all non-compliant controls against a clearly defined timeline.

Our Gartner recognized Compliance Management software is used to track all remediation
activities, to centrally store all data, and the SureCloud platform can also be used to
deliver highly granular yet clear reporting.
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Key Benefits
Achieve a clear view of cyber risk
Ensure your Compliance Management program effectively delivers compliance for your business. Achieve the necessary visibility and
insight into your level of compliance, to minimize the risk of not complying with important standards and frameworks.
Adopt cyber risk management best practice
Embrace and embed recognized best practices, optimized for your organization by our expert Consultants, who will recommend robust
processes for managing compliance.
Centralize and orchestrate your cyber risk management operations
Centrally manage all compliance processes via the powerful and highly intuitive SureCloud platform. Leverage our fully integrated content,
including controls from leading providers, including the Secure Controls Framework. Remediation tasks can be allocated within our
software, and all actions can be easily tracked.
Increase efficiency
Reduce manual and repetitive tasks by leveraging pre-built workflows, notifications, and reporting, to streamline and accelerate your
compliance management processes.
Make smarter decisions
Inform your decisions with real-time reporting and built-in business logic, which helps you understand which areas are non-compliant, so
you can act quickly to mitigate them.

Why choose SureCloud?
Embedded expertise
Our platform has been built and aligned with industry best practices. We worked with our
clients to understand their needs and designed a solution that will help any organization
become more effective at managing its compliance workloads. You benefit from that best
practice and embedded expertise, out-of-the-box.
Fully integrated, best-of-breed GRC solutions
SureCloud’s suite of Gartner-recognized Governance, Risk, and Compliance solutions provide
a means of seamlessly managing a range of GRC operations. Our fully integrated solutionset eliminates data silos from your organization, increasing your operational efficiency and
providing a more accurate overview of risk and compliance, across your organization.
Innovative, all-inclusive pricing
SureCloud’s Manage Compliance Capability is sold as part of an all-inclusive subscription
model, which includes everything from licensing, content, consultancy, implementation and
professional services, in one flat fee.

We needed to find a
“
way of linking various ideas
together, both to streamline
internal management and
costs, but also to improve
our GRC posture. All of the
information we needed was
sitting in multiple places,
with no consolidation or
unification.

”

Michael Light, Risk Analyst and GRC
project sponsor. Prodigy Finance

Have questions about SureCloud’s GRC
products or Cyber Security services?
•
•
•
•

Pricing information
Request a demo
Use cases and case studies
Discuss your goals with a risk
management expert

Contact us at sales@surecloud.com

About SureCloud
SureCloud is the world’s first Capability company. We help organizations achieve desired GRC
and Cyber Security outcomes faster and with more confidence to better compete in today’s
fast-changing risk landscape. Our Capabilities bring together the right combination of Gartnerrecognized GRC software, world-class cyber and risk expertise, and authoritative industry
content in one place to provide a smarter solution to business-critical challenges, including
Cyber Risk, Vendor Risk, Compliance, Data Privacy, and more. At SureCloud, we are committed
to challenging the status quo and helping organizations around the world to deliver desired
outcomes, differently.
For more information visit www.surecloud.com
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